Abstract: Much attention is now focused on utilizing ground heat pumps for heating and cooling buildings, as well as water heating, refrigeration and other thermal tasks. Modeling such systems is important for understanding, designing and optimizing their performance and characteristics. Several heat transfer models exist for ground heat exchangers. In this review article, challenges of modelling heat transfer in vertical heat exchangers are described, some analytical and numerical models are reviewed and compared, recent related developments are described and the importance of modelling these systems is discussed from a variety of aspects, such as sustainability of geothermal systems or their potential impacts on the ecosystems nearby.
Introduction
Measurements show that, below a certain depth in the ground, the temperature fluctuations observed near the surface of the ground diminish, and the temperature remains relatively constant (e.g., at about 6-42 °C in various states in the US) throughout the year [1] . This is due to the high thermal inertia of soil and the time lag between the temperature fluctuations at the surface and their effect deeper in the ground.
Below a certain depth, therefore, the ground generally remains warmer than the outside air in winter and cooler in summer. The relatively cool ground may be used as a sink in summer to store the OPEN ACCESS extracted heat from a conditioned space via a ground heat pump (GHP). In winter, the process may be reversed, and the heat pump can extract heat from the relatively warm ground and transport it into the conditioned space. Compared to a conventional air source heat pump (ASHP), which circulates outdoor air to exchange heat, a ground heat pump exchanges heat by circulating a fluid in the ground. The ground has a lower temperature than the outdoor air in the cooling mode and a higher temperature than the outdoor air in the heating mode. Consequently, the temperature lift across a GHP is lower than that of an air source heat pump for both heating and cooling. Thus, the efficiency of the heat pump, which depends directly on the temperature difference between the circulating fluid and the room, is enhanced for a GHP. Therefore, due to concern about greenhouse gas emissions and high energy prices, the placement of heat loops in the ground is an increasingly common practice for heating and cooling residential, commercial, institutional, recreational and industrial structures. Low temperature geothermal energy has the potential to contribute significantly to mitigating both of these problems.
A geothermal heating and cooling system consists of three main components: a ground heat pump, a ground heat exchanger (GHE) and a distribution system, such as air ducts. GHEs are commonly classified as open loop (groundwater heat pump (GWHP)) or closed loop (ground coupled heat pump (GCHP)), with a third category for those not belonging to either. In an open loop system, ground water from a water-bearing layer is pumped from an aquifer through one well, passed through the heat pump where heat is added to or extracted from a heat carrier and then discharged either onto the surface or to another well in the aquifer. Because the system water supply and discharge are not connected, the loop is "open" [1] . In a similar way, open loop systems can be installed to preheat or pre-cool ambient air flowing through tubes buried in the ground. The air is then heated or cooled by a conventional air conditioning unit before entering the building. A closed loop system uses continuous underground pipe loops placed horizontally or vertically in the ground with both ends of the pipe system connected to the heat pump. In a horizontal GHE, a number of plastic pipes are connected either in series or in parallel in a horizontal trench. The numbers of pipes and trenches installed vary depending on the system capacity and thermal properties of geological formations. This type of GHE is usually most economic when adequate land space is available. A horizontal GHE is usually placed at a depth of 1-2 m in the ground and is typically 35-60 m-long per kW of heating or cooling capacity [1] .
Various models have been reported for heat transfer in BHEs that are mostly used in design of BHEs, including sizing borehole depth and determining borehole numbers and analysis of in situ ground thermal conductivity test data. A secondary objective of modelling low-temperature geothermal systems is to investigate their sustainability, their potential environmental impact and to provide guidance in regulating the installation of these systems. While the use of geothermal systems is widespread, having had a revival in the 1980s and recently, both the sustainability and impact of these systems on the environment and on their neighbour systems are now being questioned. Due to their efficiency, the use of geothermal energy should be encouraged. However, little research is available to guide regulatory agencies and industry towards designs and installations that maximize their sustainability and minimize possible environmental impacts.
Objectives of GHE Modeling
The main objective of modelling GHEs is to determine the temperature of the fluid running in the U-tube that exchanges heat between the soil and the heat pump. Under certain operating conditions and building loads, the size and number of the GHE needed to deliver or extract heat to/from the ground is determined according to the acceptable range of the temperature variations of the running fluid. Modelling and simulation of the heat exchange function in GHEs can also be used to evaluate the temperature rise in the soil surrounding these systems and the migration of thermal plumes away from them. This knowledge will guide proper site characterization, system design, construction and operation so that these systems are sustainable and impact the environment as well as other neighbouring systems as little as reasonably possible.
Environmental Impacts
Similar to most human activities, studies show the potential of geothermal heat exchangers for causing environmental impacts. While little research has been done regarding the impact of geothermal systems on the local environment, research on the movement of thermal plumes shows the potential for impact. Migration of thermal plumes away from these systems and changes in temperature from either closed or open loop systems or due to changes in ground water flow patterns from open-loop systems may cause undesirable temperature rises in nearby temperature-sensitive ecosystems where small temperature differences are important. For example, temperature disturbances in the ground caused by the operation of geothermal systems may result in disruption to sensitive life stages of aquatic organisms. Similar environmental effects are observed for heat loop and waterline projects (rivers and lakes) [2] . Markle and Schincariol [3] investigate the potential thermal impacts from below-water-table aggregate extraction on a cool-water stream in Southwestern Ontario, Canada which supports Brook trout and cool-water micro-invertebrates. They demonstrate the persistence of thermal plumes (persisting in an aquifer for 11 months and migration up to 250 m down gradient) and the sensitivity of the aquatic environment to very small temperature perturbations. Their results show that there is a surprisingly narrow range for spawning in cold water streams. They need to be cooled in the summer and warmed in the winter by the groundwater flow. Once the ground water temperature is affected due to the performance of GHEs, it can negatively affect the temperature of the cold water streams, making these sites unsuitable for spawning. A study on the effects of thermal fluctuation on the microorganisms in the aquifers of the geothermal well field shows increases in total microbial number in aquifer samples, which correlated with the increase in temperature in the geothermal well field [4] . Moreover, counts of cultured bacteria suggested that even when no significant differences in total bacterial number were observed, there may have been changes in the types of microorganisms present in the aquifers of the geothermal well field.
What is unknown at this point is whether the environmental impacts of geothermal systems are acceptable considering the fact that they can reduce fossil fuel consumption and, therefore, lower greenhouse gas emissions and if geothermal systems can be developed in a manner that has reasonably small potential for impacting the environment.
Sustainability
The sustainability of geothermal heat pump systems at their design efficiency is now being questioned due to "thermal pollution" from the system itself, adjacent systems or the urban environment. Studies from Manitoba, where the carbonate rock aquifer beneath Winnipeg has been exploited in thermal applications since 1965, indicate that in many cases these systems are not sustainable or not sustainable at the design efficiency [5] [6] [7] . In an area of the Carbonate Rock aquifer beneath Winnipeg in Manitoba, Canada, there are four systems that utilize groundwater for cooling purposes that are closely spaced. Temperatures at the production well have risen as a result of breakthrough of injected water. The results of numerical modeling also indicate that interference effects are present in three of the four systems examined in this study [6] . The influence of these systems on each other implies that these systems have a spacing that is smaller than the optimum for such systems, and indicates that there is a limit to the density of development that can occur in a given aquifer.
In heating or cooling dominated climates, an annual energy imbalance is placed on the ground loop due to heating, cooling and hot water production. For example, Manitoba has a heating dominated climate and there are concerns regarding the long-term thermal performance of the ground loop. Long-term thermal performance of such ground loop systems with imbalanced energy input and outputs in the ground may result in large temperature rises in the region that the loop is installed. Thermal imbalances could cause significant issues with a heat pump"s long-term sustainable performance if not properly considered at the design phase [8] .
Thermal Interaction
Thermal disturbances in the soil associated with GHEs are likely to extend beyond property boundaries and affect adjacent properties. Therefore, with increasing interest in installing such systems in the ground and their potential dense population in coming years, procedures and regulations need to be implemented to prevent disputes between neighbours with potentially interacting systems and their possible negative effects on the performance of existing nearby systems. As stated by Ferguson [9] , an analogy exists between ground water and heat flow in the ground and, in many ways, the problem of distributing subsurface energy rights is similar to water rights.
Careful management of geothermal developments to ensure fair access to the subsurface for thermal applications is likely needed. This will require a greater understanding of subsurface heat flow and input from the scientific and technical communities. These concerns have not been well addressed in all cases. Research is needed to allow the investigation of system performance and environmental impact in an integrated manner, so that the best way of utilizing geothermal systems in an environmentally sensitive and sustainable manner can be determined.
Modeling Ground Heat Exchangers
The heat transfer modelling in GHEs is complicated since their study involves transient effects in a time range of months or even years. Because of the complexities of this problem and its long time scale, the heat transfer in GHEs is usually analyzed in two separated regions ( Figure 1 ): the region inside the borehole containing the U-tubes and the grout and the soil region surrounding the borehole.
The transient borehole wall temperature is important for engineering applications and system simulation. It can be determined by modeling the region outside the borehole by various methods, such as the line source theory. Based on the borehole wall temperature, the fluid inlet and outlet temperatures can be evaluated by a heat transfer analysis inside the borehole. In other words, the regions inside and outside borehole are coupled by the temperature of borehole wall. The heat pump model can utilize the fluid inlet and outlet temperatures for the GHE, and, accordingly, the dynamic simulation and optimization design for a GCHP system can be implemented. This is the basic idea behind the development of the two-region vertical GHE model. Based on how heat transfer from the circulating fluid to the surrounding soil is simulated, these methods can be divided into analytical and numerical. Semi-analytical techniques have also been utilized to describe temperature distributions inside the boreholes as well as outside of them. In these methods, usually analytical solutions are combined with the numerical methods or analytical expressions requiring numerical integrations for evaluation of temperature rise and heat flows. Eskilson and Claesson [10] model the interaction between the convective heat flow in a heat exchanger and heat conduction in the soil using a combination of Laplace transforms and the finite difference method. 
Analytical Approach
In the analytical approaches, heat transfer inside the borehole wall, i.e., from the circulating fluid to the borehole wall, is usually modelled separately than the heat transfer outside the borehole wall, i.e., from the borehole wall to the surrounding soil.
Heat Transfer inside the Borehole
The thermal analysis in the borehole seeks to define the inlet and outlet temperatures of the circulating fluid according to borehole wall temperature, its heat flow and the thermal resistance inside the borehole. The latter quantity is determined by thermal properties of the grouting material, the arrangement of flow channels and the convective heat transfer in the tubes. If the thermal resistance between the borehole wall and inner fluid is determined, the GHE fluid temperature can be calculated. Neglecting natural convection, moisture flow and freezing, the borehole thermal resistance can be calculated assuming steady-state heat conduction in the region between the circulating fluids and a cylinder around the borehole when the running time is greater than the critical time, that is Fo > 5, where Fo is the Fourier number ( ), and the impact of thermal capacity of objects inside the borehole can be neglected [11] . Such simplification has been proved approximate and convenient for most engineering analyses dealing with responses of more than a few hours [12] .
In all analytical models for inside of borehole, the axial heat flows in the grout and pipe walls are considered negligible, as the borehole dimensional scale is small compared with the infinite extent of the ground beyond the borehole [13] . However, the fluid circulating through different legs of the U-tube exchanges heat with the surrounding ground and is of varying temperature along the tube. In particular, when the flow rate is low, there is a bigger temperature difference between the upward and downward channels which may result in thermal interference between the two channels and degrades efficiency of the GHE. Due to the U-tube structure, the heat conduction in the cross section is clearly two-dimensional, and the variation of the fluid temperature along the borehole length is in the third dimension.
In some models, such as the Equivalent Diameter method [14] [15] [16] and the Shape Factor method [17] , the U-tube is conceived as a single pipe, and heat transfer in the borehole is approximated as a steady-state one-dimensional process. This oversimplified one-dimensional model is not capable of evaluating thermal interference among borehole legs, analyzing dynamic responses within a few hours, or the axial temperature gradient along the borehole. In the two-dimensional model [18] , the effect of U-tube placement is accounted for in the heat conduction problem. The temperature of the fluid in the U-tube is defined by superposing two separate temperature responses caused by the heat fluxes per unit length from the two pipes of the U-tube. A quasi-three-dimensional model was proposed by Zeng et al. [19, 20] , taking into account the fluid axial convective heat transfer and thermal "short-circuiting" among U-tube legs. At the instance of symmetric disposal of the U-tube inside the borehole, the temperature profiles in the two pipes are reduced as: 
where z denotes the direction along the tube, H the borehole length, T f the circulating fluid temperature, T b the borehole wall temperature, and T f " the temperature of the fluid entering the U-tube. Also, R 11 and R 22 are the thermal resistances between inlet and outlet legs of the U-tube and the borehole wall, respectively, and R 12 is the thermal resistance between the inlet and outlet legs of the U-tube (Figure 2 ). These thermal resistances can be calculated analytically using the Multipole Method [18, 21] . It is seen in Equation (1) that the Quasi-3-D model is able to reflect the variation of the temperature of the circulating fluid (T f ) along the tube (Z). Quasi-3-D models are preferred for design and analysis of GHEs, as they provide more accurate information on the heat flows inside the borehole. Many of the models for heat transfer analysis inside the borehole are summarized in Table 1 . Further improvements, such as accounting for thermal capacity of the borehole components to improve the precision of the resistance model, can be made to improve the accuracy of the model inside the borehole [22] [23] [24] . Several simulation models for the heat transfer outside the borehole are available. The main objective of heat transfer analysis outside the borehole is to determine the transient borehole surface temperature, which is the key to the heat transfer analysis inside the borehole. The models vary in the way the problem of heat conduction in the soil is solved and the way the interference between boreholes is treated.
In the analysis of GHE heat transfer, some complicating factors, such as groundwater movement [25] usually prove to be of minor importance and are analyzed separately. Therefore, the problem of heat transfer outside the borehole becomes a heat conduction problem. The general heat conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates appears in the following form: 
where t denotes the time from the start of operation, α the thermal diffusivity of soil, and T the temperature of the ground. The first two terms on the left side of Equation (3) are the heat flux components in the radial (r) direction, the third and the fourth terms are related to the circumferential (φ) and axial (z) directions, respectively, and the fifth term relates to the heat generated in the control volume. The right side of Equation (3) represents the transient effects of heat conduction. Unlike the area inside the borehole, heat conduction outside the borehole exhibits transient behavior. As a basic problem, the following assumptions are commonly made:
-The ground is homogeneous in its thermal properties and initial temperature.
-Moisture migration is negligible.
-Thermal contact resistance is negligible between the pipe and grout and between the grout and soil. -The effect of ground surface is negligible for the initial 5-10 years (depending on the borehole depth).
Due to its minor order, heat transfer in the axial direction along the borehole, which accounts for the heat flux across the ground surface and down to the bottom of the borehole, is considered negligible. This assumption is valid for a length of the borehole distant enough from the borehole top and bottom.
Additionally, heat transfer in the circumferential direction is negligible in this model assuming a single borehole. Therefore, the heat transfer is usually modeled with a one-dimensional analysis assuming that the axial and circumferential heat flows are negligible.
The earliest approaches to calculating the heat transfer in the soil surrounding a GHE is Kelvin"s line-source model, i.e., the infinite line-source, which uses Fourier"s law of heat conduction [26] . In the line-source theory, the borehole is assumed as an infinite line source of heat in the ground, which is regarded as an infinite medium with an initial uniform temperature. This model derives an analytical relation for the temperature excess of the soil, assuming a constant heat flow rate on the borehole wall (here, the line source). Another one-dimensional model based on Fourier"s law of heat conduction is the cylindrical source model [27] . In this model, the borehole is assumed to be a cylindrical pipe with infinite length buried in the ground. The governing equation for this model can be solved analytically for either a constant borehole surface temperature or a constant heat transfer rate from the borehole to the ground. At long distances and after a long time, the two models are equivalent. However, the line source model is more popular, since its solution is easier to evaluate, and it is numerically more stable [28] . To make the analytical results obtained by the line source theory for analysis outside of the borehole more accurate and comparable to numerical ones, several studies have focused on improvements [29] [30] [31] [32] . Hellström [18] , Kavanaugh [33] , Bernier et al. [34] and Hikari et al. [35] focus on improvements on cylindrical source solution.
In both analytical models of Kelvin"s theory and the cylindrical source model, the borehole depth is considered infinite, and the axial heat flow along the borehole depth is assumed negligible. Furthermore, when time tends to infinity, the temperature rise of the Kelvin"s theory for an infinite line source tends to infinity, making the infinite model weak for describing heat transfer mechanism in long time steps. Therefore, they can only be used for short time range of operations of GCHP systems. To take into account axial temperature changes for boreholes with finite lengths and in long durations, Eskilson"s approach to the problem of determining the temperature distribution around a borehole is based on combination of analytical and numerical solution techniques. Eskilson [36] applies a numerical finite-difference method to the transient radial-axial heat conduction equation for a single borehole. Based on the Eskilson"s model [36] , Zeng et al. [19, 37] and Diao et al. [38] present an analytical solution to the transient finite line-source problem considering the effects of the finite borehole length and the ground surface as an isothermal boundary. They assume no temperature change on the ground surface (by superimposing an identical mirror borehole above the ground surface with negative strength). With these assumptions, the solution of the temperature excess for a heating rate per length of the constant source ( q ) is: where T is the temperature of the ground at radial distance r, axial distance z, and at time t, T 0 is the initial temperature of the ground, and q' is the heat flow rate per unit length of the borehole. Note that in Equation (4), the heat flow rate per unit length of the borehole is assumed constant along the borehole and steady throughout the operation time. Using this solution as a basic step pulse allows the calculation of temperature response to any load varying with time by considering piecewise constant heat extractions/rejections and superposing them in time as a series of load steps [36] . However, for long time periods, this process becomes computationally intensive. Some authors have focused on introducing efficient algorithms that lower the number of time steps [34, 39] , while others have used the convolution theorem in the frequency domain using fast Fourier transform to lower the computational burden of hourly temperature evaluations related to a time-varying heat load [28] .
In the analytical models presented above, a number of assumptions are employed in order to simplify the complicated governing equations. In time varying heat transfer rates and the influence of surrounding boreholes on both long and short time scales, analytical methods are not as suitable as numerical methods. However, due to their much shorter computation times, they are still used widely in designing GHEs.
Numerical Models
System simulation models require the ability to operate at short time scales, often less than one minute. Therefore, the dynamic response of the grout material inside the borehole should be considered. This is possible when the model is solved using numerical techniques. Numerical methods have also been used extensively for evaluating the heat conduction inside the borehole and the soil surrounding it [11, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . In addition to short time step solution, numerical techniques are advantages over the available analytical ones due to accounting for all the terms in the conduction equation [Equation ( 3)] and the ability to apply transient boundary conditions on the model such as the surface, borehole wall and the inlet temperature boundaries. Model additions, such as accounting for moisture migration in the soil and ground stratification, are easier to be made in a numerical model than the analytical ones.
One of the disadvantages of numerical approaches is their computation time for long-term system performance. The diameters of the U-tubes in the borehole are fairly small, on the order of 10 −2 m, while the size of the solution domain, which depends on the duration of system operation and its heating/cooling load, is approximately on an order of 10 m, making the domain extremely disproportionate. As a result, a large number of mesh elements is required for simulation of a single borehole and its surrounding soil. To achieve an inaccuracy of 2% or less for the steady state heat transfer analysis of boreholes, a minimum number of approximately 18 elements describing any circular shape of a horizontal cross section is needed [51] . In modelling the soil surrounding the borehole, a domain of a certain size can work well for one model, while it can be too small for another model requiring more boreholes, longer system performance durations or higher heating injection/removal rates. At the outer edge of the domain, a constant far-field temperature condition equal to the initial temperature is often applied. The sensitivity of the solution results to this boundary should always be examined and avoided by increasing the size of the domain. In three-dimensional modeling of a borehole system with typical flow velocities, a vertical element size of 2 m or less should often be applied to avoid inaccuracies of greater than 2% [51] . The temperature gradient in the domain between the borehole wall and the far field changes gradually from large to small. Therefore, to reduce computer memory and computational time, the size of the mesh cells is often chosen based on this gradual change. Furthermore, the symmetry about the GHE can be used to save computation time. In such cases, the symmetric portion of the solution domain is replaced by an adiabatic wall boundary condition on the symmetry line. Applying all these techniques, a three-dimensional 15 m × 15 m × 60 m domain may require mesh sizes of the order of 1,000,000 elements to simulate multiple boreholes of 50 m length.
Due to these limitations, several available models are limited to a two-dimensional (2D) description of the domain [41, 50] . Factors such as vertical heat transport in and outside the borehole, different ground layers, the vertical gradient of the undisturbed ground temperature, the transient fluid transport inside the tubes, the thermal short-circuiting between the upward and downward tubes, and the correct boundary conditions at the upper and lower boundaries are generally ignored in the 2D models. Some models describe the system in a three-dimensional domain by reducing the number of mesh elements, but this approach can result in lower accuracy. There are also several numerical techniques available in different numerical approaches which can be used to reduce the computation time [23, 24, 51] .
To evaluate the long-term temperature response in the soil surrounding multiple borehole systems, a numerical finite volume method in a two-dimensional meshed domain is used previously [52] . The effect of installing GHEs in the ground and the temperature rise in the soil over the long-term, for a period of five years, is considered. A transient periodic heat flux is assumed on the borehole wall reflecting the annual variation of heat storage/removal in the ground. When monthly bin weather information, building needs and heat pump performance and efficiency data are available, this periodic heat flux can be calculated and used as a heat boundary condition in the numerical model. It is assumed that flow rate and the inlet temperature of the circulating fluid running in the U-tube inside the borehole will be adjusted according to the building heating needs. The five-year simulation of the system shows that for a system that has a balanced heat injection and extraction into the soil, if the borehole spacing and the heat injection/extraction rate are designed within acceptable limits, there will not be any temperature increase or decrease in the soil surrounding the system. Any temperature rise or decrease in the soil surrounding the GHE that is noticed after the first year operation needs to be compensated for during the second year operation so that the system can operate sustainably.
One limitation in the previous studies [52] is using a heat flux boundary condition on the borehole wall. As mentioned previously, using a heat flux boundary condition can cause the temperature of the ground to rise infinitely without a stop in system operation. In reality, if the temperature of the soil surrounding a borehole becomes close to or higher than the inlet temperature of the circulating fluid exiting the heat pump, the system will not be able to deliver the desired heat to the ground and will automatically stop operating until the heat around it is dissipated away and the temperature drops to a lower value. In order to overcome such a limitation, the periodic heat boundary on the borehole wall can be replaced with a temperature boundary or the heat boundary can be updated at short time steps with respect to the soil temperature. This is possible if the heat transfer model for outside of the borehole is coupled to the model inside the borehole.
Some Modeling Limitations
One limitation in most of the previous studies is the assumption of uniform heat input along the borehole length to the ground, either when the borehole is assumed as a cylinder or a line source of heat. In order to determine the borehole heat delivery/removal profile along the borehole, the heat transfer model outside the borehole should be coupled to the one inside the borehole. In a recent study, Koohi-Fayegh and Rosen [53] use the analytical quasi-three-dimensional solution to the heat transfer problem of the U-tube configuration inside the borehole. This model evaluates the temperature of the circulating fluid along the borehole length and is used in the model for outside the borehole to calculate the heat delivery/removal along the borehole caused by the temperature difference between the circulating fluid and the borehole wall temperature. The heat delivery/removal is implemented as the heat boundary condition in the analytical line source with finite length as well as in a three-dimensional finite volume model [54, 55] . The results show that due to the higher heating strength at the top end of the boreholes (about 3% total length), the possibility of thermal interaction at the top of the borehole is at its highest, and it decreases along the borehole length as the heat flux from the borehole wall into the soil decreases. Therefore, with the objective of limiting boreholes" operations and sizes in order to prevent their thermal interaction, the top length of the boreholes is the critical area. It can be concluded that using a uniform heat flux along the borehole is only accurate for the middle length of the boreholes, and moving any further to the top or bottom of the borehole, the temperature rise evaluations become relatively inaccurate.
Another limitation in the previous studies is the assumption of steady borehole wall temperature during system operation. When calculating the heat input to the ground, it becomes clear that it varies with the borehole wall temperature. Although the soil temperature at the borehole wall rises as the system operates, it is often assumed that the soil temperature at the borehole wall is constant throughout the operation period. This assumption ignores the drop in heat injection strength when the borehole wall temperature increases and, therefore, underestimates the inlet temperature of the circulating fluid that is required to meet the heat injection needs of the system. Yang et al. [56] propose and develop an updated two-region vertical U-tube GHE analytical model coupling two solutions for inside and outside the borehole with transient temperature of borehole wall. In the fewer cases of multiple boreholes, superposition of the temperature excesses resulted from individual boreholes seems to be the most popular solution in analytical approaches. In numerical approaches, the boundary condition that plays the role of heat delivery/removal is a heat boundary type that, regardless of being constant or variable based on the building needs, does not reflect the drop in the heat injection/removal strength when temperature of the soil around the borehole increases/decreases by its own performance or another nearby system"s performance. This assumption forces the system to deliver a desired amount of heat to the ground regardless of the ground temperature. In reality, the amount of heat delivered to the ground is driven by the temperature difference between the circulating fluid and the ground temperature. In some cases, the assumption of constant borehole wall temperature is acceptable considering how the conduction problem is simplified. However, when determining how thermal interaction between two operating GHEs can affect their performance, the effect of the transient borehole wall temperature on their heat delivery strength and inlet fluid temperature becomes a very important factor. Therefore, this model is only able to illustrate the variation of the heat delivery/removal strength when the heat flow rate is low and the temperature changes at the borehole wall are small.
In order to account for higher heat flow rates or thermal interaction between multiple boreholes, the model should be modified to include the transient value of borehole wall temperature. Thus, the non-uniform heat flow rate along the borehole wall becomes transient as well. A model is needed that is able to not only estimate how heat flows in the region surrounding GHEs, but also how a temperature rise in the soil surrounding a borehole caused by the system itself or a neighboring geothermal system can interfere with its heat delivery strength.
Other Modeling Aspects
Performing energy and moisture balances at the ground surface involves very complex processes, taking into account solar radiation, cloud cover, surface albedo, ambient air temperature and relative humidity, rainfall, snow cover, wind speed and evapotranspiration. Such details provide a proper account of the renewable energy resource. However, due to the complexity of adding all the above heat fluxes in a numerical model, some studies assume the ground surface temperature variation at the ground surface to take the form of a sine wave or Fourier series [57] [58] [59] [60] , while, in most analytical approaches, the ground surface boundary is assumed to have a constant temperature equal to the soil temperature deep in the ground (by superimposing an identical mirror borehole above the ground surface with negative strength). Moreover, some studies simplify the problem further and assume an adiabatic boundary condition at the ground surface.
Neglecting the existence of moisture in the soil, the heat flux is described via the conduction heat flow. The coupled heat and moisture flow in a soil system is described with a thermal energy balance coupled with a mass balance. This adds to the complication of the problem since the complete model contains a set of transient simultaneous partial differential equations with many soil parameters that are not readily available. Research shows that the effects of moisture migration are not significant to the operation of a vertical GHE; it is expected that these effects are more pronounced with a horizontal GHE. This is because natural variations of temperature and moisture near the ground surface and operation of the HGHE may create a potentially greater moisture movement. During the cooling season, migration of soil moisture away from the GHE may lead to a drastic drop in soil thermal conductivity and consequently a significantly reduced heat transfer, which has a devastating effect on GHE performance. Therefore, although moisture migration effects can be neglected in early stages of design or conceptual development, not considering them in long-term operation of GCHP systems makes it impossible to assess the performance and potential failure of these systems [61] . Some studies focus on the thermal interaction between the circulating fluid and soil, taking into account heat flow with moisture transfer in the soil [40, 43, 61, 62] .
A further complication in the design of ground-coupled heat pump systems is the presence of groundwater. Due to the difficulties encountered both in modeling and computing the convective heat transfer and in learning about the actual groundwater flow in engineering practice, each of the methods presented in the previous sections is based on Fourier"s law of heat conduction and neglect the effects of groundwater flow in carrying away heat. Where groundwater is present, flow will occur in response to hydraulic gradients, and the physical process affecting heat transfer in the ground is inherently a coupled one of heat diffusion (conduction) and heat advection by moving groundwater [63] . Similar to the models discussed in the previous sections, here as well, the objective is to evaluate the temperature response in the soil surrounding GHEs. The effect of ground water is analyzed using numerical [26, [64] [65] [66] and analytical approaches [63, 67] .
Conclusions
An assessment of the available analytical models demonstrates that they are not capable of estimating the heat delivery/removal strength when the soil surrounding them experiences a temperature rise. In the current study, it is shown that the effect of the temperature rise in the soil surrounding boreholes is not negligible. The distance between two boreholes or two systems of boreholes, the heat flux from the borehole wall and the time of system operation all affect directly the amount of thermal interaction between the systems. However, the effect of these parameters on system operation and heat delivery/removal rate can only be studied in models that account for the change in the borehole wall temperature.
As mentioned in the previous section, in order to account for the sustainability of the system and heat pump efficiency when thermal interaction among boreholes occur, it is important to develop and utilize models that account for the drop in heat delivery strength when the borehole wall temperature increases during the operation time or by another nearby operating system. As a result, the inlet temperature of the circulating fluid needs to be adjusted to a higher/lower one to maintain the heat delivery/removal needs of the system. This analysis is important since ground heat exchangers are coupled to a heat pump that can only work within a certain temperature lift and inlet and outlet circulating temperature ranges. If a system is able to deliver a certain amount of heat to the ground, the increase in the inlet circulating temperature due to temperature rise in the soil caused by a nearby system reflects how thermal interaction affects the sustainability of the system. Furthermore, simulation of heat exchange processes within the system and surrounding environment through local scale assessment, simulation of migration of thermal plumes into the hydrogeological environment through intermediate and regional scale assessment will help gain an estimation of ecological impacts.
